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1. Introduction 
Let F be a noncyclic free group, R a F, and let N be a characteristic subgroup of R 
such that yc+ ,(R)sNry,(R) and y,(R)/N is nontrivial and torsion free. We are 
using the notation X= r,(X) L y2(X) L ... to denote the lower central series of a 
group X. We shall see that in fact any such N is fully invariant in R (Corollary 2.3), 
and this may well be common knowledge; however, it need not concern us for the 
present. Our interest is in V= y,(R)/N; this can be viewed as a ZFmodule, with F 
acting by conjugation, and hence as a ZG-module, where G=F/R. We call such a 
module V a cth relative higher relation module for G. The cases V=R/R’ and 
V= yJR)/y,+,(R) correspond to the usual relation module and higher relation 
modules for G respectively, which have been studied by several authors. 
Equivalently, we obtain relative higher relation modules as follows. Let F, R and G 
be as before, and let M be a characteristic subgroup of R such that R/A4 is a 
nontrivial torsion-free nilpotent group of class c. Let F= F/M and I? = R/M. Then 
y,(R) can be made into a Z-module via conjugation in F. Clearly v,(R) is G- 
isomorphic to y,(R)/y,(R) 17 M, and so y,(R) is a relative higher relation module for 
G. 
We are interested in studying these modules with a view to extending previous 
work on relation modules and higher relation modules (see for example [12, 51). In 
particular we are interested in connections with free modules, and faithfulness 
questions. Let V be a relative higher relation module for G. Then V can be 
embedded in a free EG-module (Theorem 3.2). 
One reason for the interest of this result is that it follows that the annihilator of V 
in EC is an annihilator ideal, that is, an ideal which is the annihilator of a subset of 
EC. 
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that G is finite of order m and let V be a c-th relative higher 
relation module for G. Then V contains a non-zero free ZG-module unless all the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
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(i) F has finite rank, d say, 
(ii) c is a nontrivial multiple of the rank 1 + m(d - 1) of R, 
(iii) IG/CG( V)j 12. 
We write C,(V) for the kernel of the representation of G corresponding to V. Of 
course, if (iii) holds, then Vcannot contain a nonzero free submodule unless ICI 52. 
It seems at first somewhat surprising that (iii) can occur, but we shall see that if c is a 
nontrivial multiple of the rank of R as in (ii), then there exists a cth relative higher 
relation module for G with additive group isomorphic to Z, except when IGJ = 2 and 
c = 6 (see Section 4). 
Using these results, we are able to obtain fairly conclusive information about 
when a relative higher relation module for G is faithful for ZIG. The ‘absolute’ 
higher relation modules yJR)/y,+,(R) are always faithful for ZG (Passi [5]), but in 
the relative case, the situation is more complicated, as Theorem 3.6 and the remarks 
above show. 
Theorem 3.6. Let V be a c-th relative higher relation module for a group G = F/R. 
Then V is a faithful ZG-module unless G is finite, say of order m, and conditions 
(i)-(iii) of Theorem 3.5 hold. 
Finally, we mention the following fact, which emerges during our discussions and 
seems interesting in itself. 
Proposition 4.1. Let S be a relatively free, torsion-free nilpotent group of class c 
and suppose that S admits an automorphism @ which acts trivially on y,(S) but 
nontrivialiy on S/S’. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) @ inverts every element of S/S’, and c is even. 
(ii) S has finite rank t, c = at for some integer a > 1, and if t = 2 or 3 then a > 2. 
(iii) c= t=2. 
Again, the discussion in Section 4 will make it clear that the exceptional cases 
allowed in (ii) and (iii) can all occur. 
2. Connection with Lie theory 
Let A be the free associative ring generated by a set of elements xi (iEI), which 
may be finite or infinite, but not empty. Then 
A=6 A,, 
c=o 
where A, denotes the homogeneous component of degree c, which has a Z-basis 
consisting of the monomials of degree c in the xi. Let 
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denote the set of Lie elements in A, that is, the Lie subalgebra of A (which is viewed 
as a Lie algebra via the operation (a, b) = ab - ba) generated by the x,. If E is any Z!- 
endomorphism of A ,, then E extends uniquely to a ring endomorphism of A, which 
preserves the homogeneous components A, and /1,. Thus we obtain a map ~+.s(~)of 
End:A, into End?A,; this map preserves multiplication buf not addirion. Let 
E = EndL A, and r= AutL A, and let Et’) and PC) denote their images under the map 
E+E(‘). Most of our results depend on facts about the structure of A, and /1, as 
modules over iY or P. 
The connection between the above configuration and the free group of rank If/ is 
of course well known, but we nevertheless pell it out again. Let R be a free group 
generated by a set of elements r;(i~I), let o(R) denote the augmentation ideal of 
ZR, and form the graded ring 
A(R) = 6 u(R)~/~(R)~+ ‘.
c=O 
We interpret o(R)O as ZR of course, and make ,4(R) into a graded ring by using the 
multiplication in ZR. It is not difficult to see that the graded ring is freely generated 
by the elements x,=(ri- 1)+0(R)*, and so we can identify it with A above. More 
details can be found in [12, Chapter VIII]. We may also form the Lie ring associated 
with the lower central series of R, namely 
A(R) = 6 y,(R)/y,+ ,(R). 
<=I 
in which the Lie operation comes from commutation in R. The map x-x- 1 
induces a Lie homomorphism of ,4(R) into ,4(R) and in fact, by work of Magnus 
and Witt (see [12, Chapter IV, Cor. 3.2) this is an isomorphism, which allows us to 
identify A(R) with /i, and y,(R)/y,+ ,(R) with /1,. 
Now any group endomorphism E of R induces a Z-endomorphism of A = R/R’ 
and hence an endomorphism a@) of A, leaving /I, invariant, as explained above. 
Also, E induces an endomorphism of y,(R)/y,+ ,(R). This is compatible with the 
identification of yJR)/y,+,(R) with /1, described above. Since R is free, every 
endomorphism of R/R’ can be lifted to an endomorphism of R, and in fact it is well 
known that the same applies to automorphisms. Thus we have: 
Lemma 2.1. Under the above correspondence, jidly invariant (resp. characteristic) 
subgroups of R lying between y,(R) and yC+ ,(R), correspond to additive subgroups 
of A, which are invariant under E@ (resp. P). 
We are interested in subgroups T lying between yc+ ,(R) and y,(R), such that 
y,(R)/T is torsion free and T is characteristic or fully invariant in R. These corres- 
pond to h-pure submodules of /1,, and to investigate these, we pass to QA, the free 
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associative algebra over Q generated by the x,. Let EQ = End s(QA i) and for any 
subset X of a vector space over Q, let QX denote the subspace spanned by X. We 
will prove: 
Theorem 2.2. (i) I’X is a l-cc) submodule of A, such that AJX is Z-torsion-free, 
then QX is an (E,Q)(C)-submodule of QA,. 
(ii) if Y is an (EQ)(c)-submodule qf QA, then Yn A, is an E@)-submodule of A,. 
The second statement is of course obvious. If X is as in the theorem, then clearly 
X=A,nQX, and so we find that X is actually an Ecc)-submodule. Because of 
Lemma 2.1, we obtain the following fact which is no doubt well known, at least in 
the finitely generated case: 
Corollary 2.3. If y,+,(R)5 TI y,(R) and y,(R)/T is torsion-free, then T is 
characteristic in R if and only if it is fur/y invariant. 
To prove Theorem 2.2, we use the classical relation between (E#)and the action 
of the symmetric group S, on QA,. If x~(,~~~~x~(~~ is a monomial of degree c, we 
define 
4-%(l) . ..X.(c))=Xi(a-‘(I))“‘Xi(o-I(C)). 
It is easy to see that this makes A, and QA, into left &-modules and that E’,C’r 
EndQscQA.. In fact we have the following, which is somewhat stronger than [2, 
Lemma 67.31 but may be well known, at least in the case II/ < co. 
Proposition 2.4. (i) If (II< 00, then Qfl”)= End,, CQA,. 
(ii) In general, Qf@) is dense in EndQscQA,. 
Here if S, Tare sets of linear transformations of a vector space U, we say that S is 
dense with respect to T, if, given finitely many elements uI, . . . , USE I/ and r E T, 
there exists QE S such that o(uJ = r(u;) for all 1 I is k. If in addition SS T, we say S 
is dense in T. 
Proof. (i) Let d =AutoQAi. By [2, Lemma 67.31, we have QA@)=EndQscQA,. 
Clearly QPsQA (‘), and to obtain equality, it suffices to show that any Q-linear 
map @: Qd@)+Q, which vanishes on Q)r@), is actually zero. Let w:d-+Q be 
defined by V/(E) = @(a@)) (EEA). Then w is a polynomial map from A s GL(n, Q) to 
Q (where n = Ill), and w vanishes on l-2 GL(n,Z). In fact, if I E Q*, E of, then 
&A&) = @(1%@)) =AC@(@) = 0, and so w vanishes on Q*r. But Q*ris easily seen to 
be Zariski dense in .A, and so w vanishes on A, as required. 
(ii) The free abelian group A, has a B-basis consisting of the indeterminates xi, 
and the monomials of degree c in the xi form a Z-basis of A, and hence a Q-basis of 
QA,. Write U= QA,, and for each finite subset J of 1, write U, for the finite- 
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dimensional subspace of U spanned by the monomials of degree c in the Xi (ic J). 
Let D = End, CJ and let D, denote the set of all elements y ED such that JJ( C/J) I UJ 
and y(w) is a scalar multiple of w for each monomial we U,. Let D* =U,D,, where 
J ranges over all finite subsets of I. Clearly D* is a dense subalgebra of D, and since 
CJ, is SC-invariant, we have o- ‘DJ~ d DJ for all cr E S, and finite J5 I. Hence S, 
normalizes D* in the obvious sense. Let D *sc denote the set of elements of D* which 
commute with the elements of S,. and define DScsimilarly. Then DSc=Endos,QA,. 
We will prove 
D*sc is dense in Dsc. (*) 
Assuming this for the moment, let C=D*Sc=U,(CnD,). If BE CnD,, then 
restricting 6 to U, gives an S,-endomorphism of CJJ. By (i), this is induced by some 
Q-linear combination of elements etc), where E E AUt( CiaJZxi). Each such E can be 
extended to the whole of A, by allowing it to fix the x, (ie J), and in this way, we 
obtain a rational linear combination of elements of r@), whose effect on U, is the 
same as 6. Thus Qfir) is dense with respect o D*% and it remains only to establish 
(*). Since D* is dense in D, this follows from: 
Lemma 2.5. Let U be a vector space over a field K of characteristic zero and let S 
and T be K-subspaces of EndK Usuch that S is dense with respect o T. Suppose that 
G is a finite subgroup of AutK U normalizing S and T. Then SC is dense in TG. 
We write 
SC= {YES: og=go VgEG} 
and similarly for T. 
Proof. Since K has characteristic zero, SC consists of all elements of the form 
CBEGg-‘crg (oES), and similarly for TG. So let 5~ Tand u,, . . ..uk be a finite set of 
elements of U. We have to find a~Ssuch that (Cg~Gg-‘ag)ui=(C,,Gg-‘rg)Uifor 
all 1 I is k. But there exists D E S such that agui= rgui for all g E G and 1 s is k, and 
this gives the result. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. This is now rather immediate. For if X is I-(“)-invariant, 
then QX is invariant under QT@), which is dense in End,cs,QA, by Proposition 2.4 
and hence dense in Q(E~‘). Now if SI Tare spaces of linear transformations of a 
vector space with S dense in T, then it is clear that S and 7 have the same invariant 
subspaces. Consequently, QX is indeed E$‘-invariant. 
Lemma 2.6. Each of the subrings QP, QEcc’, Q$d (‘I, Q(E’,)) and Endrjs,QA. of 
Endo QA, is dense with respect to any other. QA, is completely reducible under 
each of them. 
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As in the proof of Proposition 2.4, we write d = Auto QSA ,. 
Proof. Each of these rings lies between Qrcc) and End,os,. QA,, and Qr(=) is dense in 
Endos,QA,. Since a space of linear transformations has the same invariant sub- 
spaces as a dense subspace, it suffices to prove that QA, is completely reducible 
under EndQs, CQSA,, and so the claim follows from [7, Theorem VI. 1.11, according to 
which a completely reducible module is always completely reducible under its 
endomorphism ring. 
The next two results complete the preliminaries needed for the proof of Theorem 
3.2. 
Lemma 2.7. Let M be a finitely generated EQubmodule of A, and N be an E@)- 
submodule of M such that M/N is Z-torsion free. Then M/N is isomorphic to an 
Et’)-submodule of A, fl QM. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, QSM= QN@ U for some QE(c)-submodule U. Since M/N is 
Z-torsion free, it is isomorphic to a finitely generated E(‘)-submodule U, of U. Since 
CJ, is finitely generated, there exists an integer n # 0 such that nU, 5 A,, and clearly 
U,=nU,. 
Proposition 2.8. Any H-torsion free EC’)-quotient module of A, (resp. A,) can be 
isomorphically embedded in A, (resp. A,). 
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.7, it suffices to check that A, and /1, are finitely 
generated E(‘)-modules. If I is finite this is clear, so we may assume { 1,2, . . . , c} I I. 
Let i(l),..., i(c) be any sequence of c elements of I. Then there exists an element E E E 
such that e(xj) =xicj, for j= 1,2, . . . , c. It follows that &cc) maps xl *e-x, to x;,~) **-xi(C) 
and (x,, . . . , xc) to (Xi(,). . . . . x~~~~). where the Lie operation is denoted by round 
brackets. Thus A, and /1, are cyclic E(‘)-modules, generated by xl *..x, and 
(x ,, . . . ,x,) respectively. 
3. Relative higher relation modules 
Let F be a noncyclic free group, R a F, let G = F/R and let V be a relative higher 
relation module for G. Then V= y,(R)/N, where y,(R)/N is nontrivial and torsion 
free, N characteristic in R, and yc+ , (R) I N. By Corollary 2.3, N is fully invariant in 
R. We can identify R/R’ with A, as in the last section, and then G operates on A I as 
a subgroup of r. By Lemma 2.1, V is G-isomorphic to some torsion-free fY- 
quotient module of A,, on which G operates via the map E-E(~), and hence, by 
Proposition 2.8, V is G-isomorphic to an E “‘-submodule of /1,. Thus we have, with 
some abuse of terminology: 
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Lemma 3.1. With the above notation, every c-rh higher relation module for G is 
isomorphic to a finitely generated EccJ-submodule of A,. 
Theorem 3.2. Every relative higher relation module for G can be embedded in a free 
Z G-module. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, our relative higher relation module can be embedded in 
A, and hence in A,. Now A,aAyC, the cth tenso r p ower of A,. It is well known 
that At can be embedded in a free ZG-module; this follows from [4, Proposition 
2.31 for instance. 
Finally, we use another well known fact, namely that if M is any Z-free ZG- 
module and N is any free ZG-module, then IM@,N, on which G operates 
diagonally, is ZG-free (see [13, Lemma 10.3.51 for a proof). 
Now we prepare for the proof of Theorem 3.5 (see Section 1). Making our identifi- 
cations as before, we see that Q V contains some nonzero irreducible Qdcc)- 
submodule of QA,. Also, by a well-known result of Gaschiitz [3], or [4, Theorem 
2.71 we know that if F has finite rank d, then QA ,zQQR/R’a Q@(QG)d-‘. 
Thus the following can be expected to be relevant: 
Theorem 3.3. Let K be a field of characteristic zero and let B = @TzO B, be a free 
associative algebra over K, with c-th homogenous component B,, freely generated 
by finitely many elements x ,, . . . ,x,. Let G be a finite subgroup of A = AutK B, such 
that B,z KG@B’, as KG-modules, for some KG-module B’,. Let W be any 
irreducible KA CC) submodule of B,. Then W contains a nonzero free KG-submodule 
unless 
(9 t/c, 
(ii) dimK W= 1. 
Further, if t 1 c, then B,. contains irreducible KA “‘-submodules of dimension one, 
and all such are isomorphic. 
Gupta, Laffey and Thomson [5] have shown that if Q.4, z Q@(QG)d- ’ for some 
d> 1, then the Lie module Q/1, always contains a nonzero free QG-module, whence 
of course the higher relation modules for G contain nonzero free modules. In fact, 
by computing the character of G on Q/1,, they have obtained much stronger results 
than this about Q/1,. But although Weyl’s character formula gives the character of 
d on W, we have not found it possible to use character-theoretic methods here. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We exploit again the classical relationship between the 
actions of n = GL(t, K) and the symmetric group S, on B,; the details we need can be 
found in [2, pp. 449-4521. In particular, we know that W has the form eB,, where e 
is a primitive idempotent in the group algebra KS,. The primitive idempotents in 
KS, are obtained as follows (see [2, pp. 190-1971). Let c= cl +Q+ .-. + ck be a 
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partition of c, with cl LQL e-e rc,>O. With this we associate a table T having cl 
squares in the first row, c2 in the second, and so on. The integers 1,2, . . . , c are then 
entered in the squares of this table in any way to form a diagram D. We then define 
the subgroups R(D) and C(D) of S, to be the stabilizers of the subsets of { 1,2, . . . , c} 
forming the rows and columns respectively of D, and put 
e(D)= C (-l)%r. 
0 E R(D) 
TE C(D) 
Then e(D) is a nonzero scalar multiple of a primitive idempotent in KS,. All 
primitive idempotents in KS, are obtained in this way; furthermore, the 
isomorphism type of the K&-module eKS,, and also of the d-module eB,, depends 
only on the table and not on the way it is filled in to make a diagram. We shall show 
that, if e=e(D), the following holds: 
Lemma 3.4. eB, contains a nontero free KG-module unless either some column of 
T has length > t, when eB,= 0, or all columns of T have length t. In the fatter case, 
tic (of course) and dimKeB,= 1. 
Theorem 3.3 follows immediately from this, except for the uniqueness tatement 
for the one-dimensional submodules when tic. But if T is a table in which all 
columns have length I t and some column has length < f, D is a diagram associated 
with T, and His the finite subgroup of d generated by the element which permutes 
Xl* **‘, x, cyclically, then Lemma 3.4 shows that e(D)B, contains a nonzero free KH- 
submodule and so has dimension at least 1. Thus the uniqueness tatement follows. 
Since the isomorphism type of eB, depends only on T, it will be convenient o fix a 
particular diagram D associated with T. From now on, D will denote the diagram 
obtained by writing the integers 1,2, . . . , c in order first down the first column, then 
the next column, and so on. Let 
c=b,+b2+.--+b, 
be the partition dual to that corresponding to T. Thus b,, . . . , blare the lengths of the 
columns of T. We first show: 
(3.4a) If eB,#O, then b*_(t. 
Although this is standard, we will give the proof. 
Any element r~ C(D) can be written uniquely in the form r= r2r1 where r1 fixes 
1,2,..., 6, and rl fixes the remaining integers in ( 1,2, . . . , c}. Correspondingly, we 
can write e =fe’, where f E KS, and e’= C (- l)rlr,, where r, ranges over all permu- 
tations of { 1,2, . . . . b,}, extended to (1,2, . . . . c} by allowing them to fix the 
remaining elements. Suppose that 6, > t. Then if x is any monomial in xl, . . . ,x, of 
degree c, there exist integers 1 liljl b, such that the same indeterminate occurs in 
the ith and jth places in x. If D is the transposition (ij), then 0x=x, while e’a= -e’. 
Thus e’x= e’crx= -e’x and so e’x= 0. Since this holds for all monomials x, we find 
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that e’ annihilates B,, and so does e. 
We may now assume that 
(3.4b) tzb,rb2z-..zb,>0. 
We show next that if equality occurs throughout, then dim,eB,= 1. Now D has 
1,2,..., t written down the first column, then t + 1, . . . ,2t down the next column, and 
so on. This means that when we apply an element of C(D) to a monomial, the 
monomial factorizes as a product of monomials of degree f and each of these factors 
has its indeterminates permuted in some way. As above, we can write e = e(D) = 
fe, -a. e,, where f = LR(D) CJ and er= I,(- 1)“~ where cr ranges over all permu- 
tations of ((r- 1)t + 1, .., , rf}, the elements of the rth column of D. Let 
x=x,(l) “* x,(I)x,(I+ I)**’ xi(2f) ‘** 
be any monomial of degree c = c, t. Arguing as above, we see that ex = 0 unless each 
of the blocks of length t, reading from the beginning of x, contains no repeated 
factors, and thus contains each indeterminate xactly once. In that case, there exists 
an element o E C(D) such that ox = (x, .+.x~)~I =y, say. Clearly, since right multipli- 
cation by o simply permutes the elements of C(D) among themselves, we have 
ea = (- 1)“e. Thus 
and so ex = key. This means that eB, is spanned over K by ey, and so has dimension 
at most 1. The next part of the argument will show that ey# 0. It is also not hard to 
see that if g E d then g(‘)y = (det g)“y. 
Now we introduce the concept of an indeterminate diagram associated with T. 
This is simply a way of arranging the indeterminates xl, . . . ,x, (with repeats) in the 
squares of T. If E is such an indeterminate diagram, let x(E) denote the monomial 
of degree c obtained by multiplying the indeterminates in the order in which they 
occur in E, reading down the first column, then the second column, and so on. The 
monomial y above corresponds to the indeterminate diagram in which Xi is written 
along the ith row. 
We shall prove: 
(3.4~) Let E denote an indeterminate diagram associated with T, and suppose that 
for each indeterminate x, and each integer i with 1 <i< k the first square containing 
x, in the i-th row of T is strictly to the right of the last square containing xx in the 
(i+ l)-st row. Then ex(E) #O. 
We prove this by considering the coefficient of x=x(E) in ex. This involves 
looking for pairs (a, 7) with Q E Z?(D) and 7~ C(D), such that asx=x, that is, 
7x = r~ - ‘x (O E R(D), 7 E C(D)). (1) 
We claim that this equation implies that 7= 1. To see this, we note that if B is any 
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indeterminate diagram associated with T, and BE S,, then 19 determines a new 
indeterminate diagram 0B obtained by moving the indeterminate in the ith square in 
B to the B(i)th square, the squares being indexed as in D. Clearly @x(B) =x(tlB), and 
since an indeterminate diagram can be recovered from the corresponding 
monomial, the equation (1) is equivalent o 
rE=cr-‘E (a~R(D),rec(D)). (2) 
Consider a square 6 in T, occurring in the ith row, say, and suppose we know that r 
fixes all the integers which occur in D either in the rows below the ith, or to the right 
of 6 in the ith row. Let x, be the indeterminate which occurs in 6. The hypothesis of 
(3.4~) and the assumption first made on r together imply that r cannot move an x, 
from outside the ith row into that row. Consequently, if r moves the integer in 6, 
then the total number of occurrences of x, in the ith row of rE will be less than the 
number of occurrences in the ith row of E. But (2) implies that these numbers are 
the same. Consequently, r indeed fixes the integer in 6, and it follows by an 
inductive argument hat r = 1. 
Now the coefficient of x in ex is a sum of terms (- 1): one for each pair (6, r) 
satisfying (1). Since the only possibility is t= 1, the coefficient of x is a positive 
integer, and so ex#O. This establishes (3.4~). 
It remains to show that if some column of T has the length < f, then eB, contains a 
nonzero free KG-module. It is at this point that we at last find it necessary to use the 
hypotheses of the lemma we are trying to prove. These hypotheses allow us to 
assume, by making a linear change of variables, that is, applying an automorphism 
of B preserving B,, that B is freely generated by a set of elements 
B=(x,: gEG)UC, 
where hx, =xhg (h E G), and KZ is G-invariant. 
For each element g E G and integer a>O, let V(g,a) denote the K-subspace of B, 
spanned by all the monomials in the indeterminates in B, such that, if h E G, then xh 
occurs 0 times in x if and only if h = g. Clearly the sum &, o I/(g, a) is direct, for any 
(I > 0, and if h E G, then hU(g, a) = Ll(hg, a). Thus each element of U(g, a) generates a
free KG-module. Recalling that c= cl + e-0 + ck iS the partition Of c corresponding t0 
T, Lemma 3.4 now clearly follows from: 
(3.4d) If g E G, and bj# t for some i, then U(g, c,) neB,# 0. (Recall that (3.4b) is still 
in force.) 
Now each U(g,a) is SC-invariant, and so U(g, cl)fleB,= eU(g, cl). List the 
indeterminates of B as x1,x2, .. . , x,, with xs=xl, and construct an indeterminate 
diagram as follows. Suppose T contains i, rows of maximal length cl. Along the 
first row of T we write xi. If 1 cisi,, we write Xi along the ith row, with the 
exception of the last square, where we write xi+ I. Note that this is possible, since 
it < t. Finally, if i>i,, we write xi along the ith row. Clearly x(E)E U(g,c,). A 
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moment’s thought will show that E satisfies the hypothesis of (3.4~). and so 
ex(E)#O. This establishes (3.4d) and concludes the proof of Lemma 3.4. Thus, 
Theorem 3.3 is also established. 
Now we prove one of our main results, namely Theorem 3.5, which deals with 
conditions for a cth relative higher relation module for a finite group to contain a 
nontrivial free module (see Section 1). 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. We have a noncyclic free group F, a normal subgroup R of 
F, and a relative higher relation module V= y,(R)/N for G= F/R, where N is 
characteristic in R, and so on. We begin by showing that the theorem in the case 
when F is infinitely generated follows from the finitely generated case. To see this, 
let F, be a subgroup of F generated by a finite subset of at least c+ 1 of the free 
generators of F and such that FIR = F. It is easy to see that F= F, *Fz for some sub- 
group F,sR. If f is the normal closure of Fz in F, then F=LF, and LflF,= 1; 
consequently, R = LR, and L fl RI = 1, where R, = F,fl R. Therefore, if ‘8 is any 
variety, then B(R) fl RI = %(R ,), where Q(X) denotes the verbal subgroup of a group 
X associated with 58. Since N is fully invariant in R (Corollary 2.3) and so verbal, it 
follows that if N, =NnR,, then yc+, (R,) I N, I y,(R ,), and N, is fully invariant in 
R ]. Thus I’, = y,.(R ,)/N, is a cth relative higher relation module for G=_ F,/R,, and 
V, = y,(R) fl R,/Nfl R, 2 (y,(R) n R,)N/Nr y,(R)/N= V. By Schreier’s formula, 
the rank of R, is at least that of F,, and so cannot divide c. By the finite case of the 
theorem, Vi contains a nonzero free ZG-module, and hence so does V. 
Thus, we may now assume that F has finite rank d. By Schreier’s formula, R then 
has rank I = 1 f m(d- 1). We use the notation of Section 2, identifying R/R’ with A, 
and Q V with a Qd(c)-submodule of Q,4, (see Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 2.8). We 
know that QA 1 z Q@(OJG)d-’ as QG-modules, and it suffices to deduce that either 
Q V contains a nonzero free CQG-module, or (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.5 hold. If 
t r c, then we simply apply Theorem 3.3 to an arbitrary irreducible Qd cc)-submodule 
of Q V to deduce that Q Vcontains a nonzero free QG-module. The same applies to 
the case t 1 c, unless Q I’ is a direct sum of copies of the one-dimensional irreducible 
module W referred to in Theorem 3.3. In our situation, Gsr=AutzA ,, so if W* 
denotes one of these copies, then W*nA, is G-invariant, and of course, 
IG : C,( W*fbl,)I 12. Thus /G : Co-( I91 12 in this case. 
It remains to show that the case when Q V is a direct sum of copies of W cannot 
occur when t = c, at any rate if G is nontrivial, which we may clearly assume. Notice 
first that t = 1 + m(d - 1) > 2 since m L 2, dz 2. Suppose that c = t. By Lemma 3.4, W 
has the form &A,, where e corresponds to the table having just one column, and 
that has length t. In fact, all diagrams constructed from this table give the same e, 
namely e = Cats, (- 1Yo, and so by the argument of Lemma 3.4 (see the statements 
after (3.4b)), eQ4, is spanned by the element 
x= c (-l)“x,(l,x,(2,~~~x,(,, 
aes, 
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(it is immaterial whether we write cr or r-7-i here). Now it is known that this is not a 
Lie element, and this will complete the proof. For a simple proof of this, recall that 
rr3 and note that if r is the 3-cycle (123), then x= s(x)=T’(x), and so 
~x=x+T(_Y)+ r?(x). We then see, using the Jacobi identity, that the Dynkin- 
Specht-Wever operator [7, p. 1691 annihilates x, and so x is not a Lie element. 
We end this section by proving Theorem 3.6, which deals with conditions for a 
relative higher relation module for a group G to be a faithful ZG-module. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Let G = F/R, where F is noncyclic and free, and let V be a 
cth relative higher relation module for G. By Theorem 3.2, Vcan be embedded in a 
free ZG-module, and so the annihilator J of V in ZG is an annihilator ideal in ZG, 
namely the annihilator of the set of elements of ZG which occur as components of 
elements of V when V is embedded in a free module. It follows easily from a result 
of M.K. Smith ([14], or see [13, Theorem 4.3.171) that J=(JfTZA ‘(G)) ZG, where 
A ‘(G) is the product of the finite normal subgroups of G. Suppose now that J#O. 
Then there exists a finite normal subgroup G, of G such that JflZG,#O. Let 
G, = F,/R. We can evidently view V as a cth higher relation module for Gt, with F, 
as the corresponding free group. Since Jn HG, # 0, it is clear that Vcannot contain a 
nonzero free iZG-module, and so we deduce that conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 3.3 
hold. In particular, F, is finitely generated. Since 1 #F, a F, this implies that F is 
finitely generated and IF: F,j < 03 (see [lo, p. 181). Let Fhave rank d and IF: RI = m, 
which is also finite. Since V cannot contain a nonzero free ZG-submodule, we find 
that (i)-(iii) of Theorem 3.3 hold, as required. 
4. Concluding remarks 
First we will prove Proposition 4.1, which deals with automorphisms of relatively 
free, torsion-free nilpotent groups, and then we give some discussion of the 
exceptional cases which arise in this and our other results. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. We have to consider a relatively free, torsion-free, 
nilpotent group S of class c and an automorphism @ of S which operates trivially on 
y,(S) but not on S/S’. If @ inverts each element of S/S’ then u@= u(-‘)’ for each 
UE y,(S), and so c is even and we have the first possibility allowed by the 
proposition. 
Hence we may suppose @ does not invert S/S’. We use the notation of Section 2, 
identifying S/S’ with A,. By Proposition 2.8, y,(S) can be identified with an EfC)- 
submodule W of A,, and @ (operating as @cc)) is trivial on W and hence on 
v= W&Q. 
Consider first the case when S/S’ has finite rank, t say. Now V is a module for 
A z GL(t, Q) via the map a+a@! and by hypothesis, the kernel of the corresponding 
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representation contains a matrix other than *I. Hence the special linear group 
SL(f, Q) operates trivially on V. Now by inspection, if D is the group of invertible 
t x t diagonal matrices over Q, then QA, is a direct sum of one-dimensional D- 
invariant subspaces. Since (D, SL(t, Q)) = GL(f, Q), it follows that V is a direct sum 
of one-dimensional GL(t, Q-submodules. However, if /3 is the element of GL(f, Q) 
which permutes the t indeterminates cyclically, then according to Theorem 3.3, 
every irreducible submodule of V contains a nonzero free Q(P)-submodule unless 
t 1 c. The upshot of this is that in fact t 1 c. It is possible to show further that 
uY= (det Y)~‘% for all u E Vand y E d, and so we can make the further deduction that 
(det @)C’r = 1. However, we shall not pursue this, since it seems rather unimportant. 
Now let c=at. We saw at the end of the proof of Theorem 3.5 that the one- 
dimensional irreducible GL(t,Q)-component of QA, is not isomorphic to a sub- 
module of Q/1, if t~3. Consequently, we can say that a> 1 unless c= r=2. When 
f= 2 and c=4, the one-dimensional irreducible component corresponds to the 
partition 22, and so, according to the list of Thrall ([15] or [9]), is not realized on 
QSn,. When t =3 and c=6, the one-dimensional component corresponds to the 
partition 32, which is also ruled out by Thrall’s list. Hence we have a>2 if t = 2 or 3. 
This completes the discussion of the finitely generated case. 
Now suppose if possible that S has infinite rank. Let {x,: iel} be a set of free 
generators of S, identify them with the indeterminates in A ,, and for i#j, let e,- be 
the endomorphism of Q.4 I which sends x, to Xj and the remaining indeterminates to 
zero. An elementary calculation shows that the only elements of Aut QSA 1 which 
commute with all the automorphisms tij= 1 + eii are the scalar multiplications. 
Hence we can choose if j such that <= [@, tU] # 1. Clearly < operates trivially on 
Wn y,(S). Now let d I be the subgroup of d consisting of all elements (Y such that 
r.~- 1 has finite dimensional image. Clearly d , ad, and so 1 #<Ed ,. Since every 
subspace of QA , containing im(c- 1) is r-invariant, we can choose a finite 
dimensional r-invariant subspace W of QA , which has dimension > c and on which 
r acts nontrivially, and we caq choose a finite set {x,: ie J} of the indeterminates 
such that WnA 1 I CjEJZx,= U. Clearly U is <-invariant and of rank > c; also we 
can suppose that [ does not induce - 1 on CJ. Viewing the xi as generators of S again, 
we see that they generate a relatively free subgroup St of S, and by the finite rank 
case already considered, r must act nontrivially on y,(S,). Since y,(S,) I y,(S), we 
have a contradiction. 
It remains to discuss the exceptional cases of our results. Let R, A, A,, and so on, 
have the same meanings as in Section 2. Thus R is a free group, which we shall take 
to have finite rank t. We have seen (Lemma 3.4) that if t Ic, then QA, contains a 
one-dimensional submodule for d =GL(r,Q). Now by work of Kljac’ko [8]. if 
c# 4,6, then every irreducible d-submodule of QA, is isomorphic to a submodule of 
Q-40 with the exception of the symmetric and exterior powers of QSA,. (In fact, 
Kljac’ko’s results seem to be stated for a field containing a primitive cth root of 1, 
but since the primitive idempotents in QSS, remain primitive under any field 
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extension, the irreducible Qd cc) -components of QA, also remain irreducible on 
extending the field, and so the assertion certainly follows from Kljacko’s. Most of 
what we want to say also follows from Burrow [l].) The cth symmetric power of 
QSA, corresponds to the partition of c which has one part of length c, and the 
exterior power, which is nontrivial if and only if CI t, corresponds to the partition 
which has c parts of length 1. Thus, if c=at with a> 1, and cf4, 6, then since our 
one-dimensional d-submodule corresponds to the partition whose diagram has a 
columns of length f, it is realized on Q/i,. Since this is completely reducible, there 
exists an Ecc)-submodule T of Ai, such that ~,/Tz B, and by Lemma 2.1, there is a 
fully invariant subgroup CJ of R such that yc+ ,(R)s UC y,(R) and y,(R)/U is 
infinite cyclic. Thus S = R/U is torsion-free and relatively free of class c, and clearly 
many automorphisms of S will be trivial on y,(S). In fact, if a is even then the whole 
of Aut S will operate trivially on y,(S). Thus, case (ii) of proposition 4.1 can actually 
arise for any pair of integers f and c such that I = ac for some a> 1, and c# 4,6. The 
other possibilities allowed by that proposition are t = 2, c = 6 and c = 2 = 2. Of these, 
the latter clearly arises. When r= 2, c= 6, the one-dimensional irreducible repre- 
sentation of GL(2,Q) on QA6 is that corresponding to the partition 3’, and from 
Thrall’s list ((151 or [9]), this is realized on Q/1,. Thus, all the cases allowed by 
Proposition 4.1 arise in practice. 
It is actually not difficult to write down explicitly a one-dimensional GL(2, Q)- 
submodule of QA6. Let QA, =Qsx,@QxZ. By writing down a basic sequence for 
instance, we can see that Q/I3 has basis (x~,x,,x,) = uI and (x~,x,,xz) = u2 and 
that 0#(uz,u,)~Q$/16. If cf E GL(2,Q) then &‘)(uZ, u,) = (IZ(~)(U~), at3)(ul)) = 
(det ac3))(u2, u,). and so (u2, u,) spans the required submodule. 
The above discussion also shows that all the exceptional cases allowed by 
Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 are genuine, with the exception of the not every interesting 
case m = 2, c= 6, which does not in fact occur. 
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